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Details of Visit:

Author: Mike's Mach number
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 May 2018 15:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Discrete two story building. Free parking at the back, which is a bonus.
Just a side note for anybody else in the future; overall it's discrete enough, but maybe my timing
was just unfortunate as I arrived a minute or two just before the actual meet, there were a couple of
parked cars with the owners inside at the next building, which was a bit off putting, other than that
it's completely safe.
Just one of those days for me.
This booking was a rescheduled meeting, as my initial meeting was supposed to be at 14:15 pm,
but with traffic delays along the M1 had to give them an update and managed to get a slot sorted
out. Was also offered another lady, but I already made my mind up I wanted to checkout the lovely
Morgan myself.
Comms were great spot on.

The Lady:

Morgan is definitely is one hell of a woman, and that's not even mentioning her more than a handful
of breasts to get into. Her curves make oozes sex appeal. She seems more of a next door type of
look of a girl. She was wearing killer heels, which made her much taller, probably around 5ft 10 or
11 inches pushing it. Lovely natural beauty to boot :)
Very well spoken and easy to get on with, maybe I might have been luck that we "clicked" in our
own chatty ways. 

The Story:

As mentioned earlier this was a rescheduled meet from earlier and the wait was well worth it. On
entry was shown in which room the fun would happen in, then was offered to freshen up and also a
drink.
As a came out the bathroom already came across Morgan and both made our way in. Was a
downstairs bedroom, so this might be a bit of a put off for some, but completely fit for purpose.
Morgan was very smiley, cherpy and chatty which really set the mood for me, instant relaxed mode.
Paperwork out the way, I didn't know where to start. Was eager to taste her as she was already
lying spread right next to me fondling me, and oh boy she tasted amazing! Was offered oral with or
without, i went for the latter.
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She delivered with great technique, hitting almost all my spots. I had to point her out where my spot
was and give it a bite :) She does a lot a ball licking mind, which i was completely surprised about!
Only the second I have experienced that, then she started rubbing a playing more and getting
carried away which i love.
Again I returned the favour some more on her, she let me also perform foreplay but with a condom
on, which became a little tedious.
Then on with the rubber, by this time we were already just over 20 minutes into out session. I got
carried away a little, but her oral was one of the best (i've had anyway).
With the sex started in missionary, then cowgirl which for me can be a little awkward, then doggie
and then more oral with a mirror view. She did lean in for some Fk, which was deep at times.
Morgan also asked me to get on top of her to perform a titwank, but I did ask if she had any lube
ready which she didn't so only so much I can take until it got uncomfortable.
More sex followed then it was nearing time to finish up, ended up climaxing on her wonder full tits.
She really loves her tits, and to be fair we should to.
Morgan delivered on every aspect for me. Treat her well and your time with her is your oyster. 
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